Abstract: Lately, traditional forecasting methods have been depicted as inferior to newer ones which are attempting to simulate the human decision making process. However, this goal might even be impossible to achieve. This paper introduces an inverse approach to the forecasting problem. The typical process of attempting to subtractively model the expert's knowledge and cognitive function and then perform the forecast is replaced by the dynamic extraction of pure experts' forecasts and the subsequent summing up of the information. The design and benefits of a business game that serves as an information aggregation tool producing valuable predictors is hereby supported.
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Introduction

Forecasting: the link between strategic thinking and decision making
The essential problem of management is to transform a company's strategic objectives into decisions and actions. The constantly increasing volatility of business ecosystems highlights the critical importance of forecasting in decision making processes (Armstrong, 1983; Waddell and Sohal, 1994) .
As Henri Fayol stated (Makridakis, 1996 (Makridakis, ) -already in 1916 "… and it is true that if foresight is not the whole of management at least it is an essential part of it."
Forecasting is defined as any statement about the future. Such statements may be well founded, or lack any sound basis; they may be accurate or inaccurate on any given occasion, or on average, precise or imprecise, model-based or informal. Forecasts are produced by methods as diverse as well-tested systems of hundreds of econometrically estimated equations, through to methods which have scarcely any observable basis (Clements and Hendry, 2001 ).
Traditional techniques vs. AI in forecasting
In the core of the forecasting process lies the extraction of relevant to the problem knowledge and its subsequent transformation into the required statement, as these are depicted in Figure 1 (a). Adopting this essential representation, the fundamental need and importance of an appropriate mechanism that would succeed in transforming available knowledge into forecasts becomes prominent. During the extensive period of research into and assessment of business applications of various forecasting modelling techniques, a set of them has arisen as the most useful and of widespread applicability. Moving average, exponential smoothing, regression analysis, trend line analysis, decomposition analysis and ARIMA modelling are among the transformation techniques that forecasting executives prefer, mainly due to their familiarity, satisfaction and usage (Mentzer and Kahn, 1995) . Any forecasting model assumes that there exists an underlying -known or unknown -relationship between the input (the past values of the relevant variables) and the output (future value), as it is shown in Figure 1 (b) . Despite their previously mentioned desirable characteristics, the ability of traditional forecasting methods to model and reproduce this underlying function is limited due to the complexity of the real system (Zhang et al., 1998) . In other words, these popular methods are not usually able to succeed in their principal target, namely in transforming the totality of the correlated knowledge into reliable forecasts.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) provides an attractive alternative to this problem (Figure 1(c) ). Artificial neural networks, mathematical models inspired by the organisation and functioning of biological neurons and the human brain in particular, perform generally at least as well as common statistical methodologies (Hill et al., 1994; Adya and Collopy, 1998) . Neural network modelling provides a data-driven, self-adaptive method that comprises a universal non-linear functional approximation and has an extensive ability to generalise (Zhang et al., 1998) . Moreover, the simulations of even very simplified mathematical models of neural networks exhibit surprisingly 'intelligent' behaviour, resembling human intelligence, namely the ability to learn new knowledge and to generalise previous experience (Peretto, 2004) . These characteristics make artificial neural networks an appealing approach to forecasting.
Expert knowledge: is modelling and inference feasible?
The definition and extraction of relevant to the forecasting domain knowledge is also an issue of high importance value. In the majority of cases, a specialist is unable to formulate all his knowledge and experience in an organised and transferable manner. Therefore, when trying to represent an expert's knowledge explicitly (e.g., by rules), the result seems confusing, indiscernible and rather inadequate. This sterile representation of knowledge is often not able to preserve and can even violate the original knowledge in such a way that the inference engine fails to draw the correct conclusions from the provided knowledge (Síma and Cervenka, 2000) .
The inability of fully extracting and explicitly representing the totality of the correlated variables derived from an expert points out the intrinsic problematic nature of neural network forecasting modelling. The oversimplified modelling of human cognitive process, whose complexity is vast and only partially understood, consists a further obstacle. As a result, modelling does not seem as the best possible or even secure approach to forecasting. However, the failure to imitate the brain function of a reliable expert, namely someone who possesses all necessary knowledge, triggers the issue of potential pertinence of the expert himself for the implementation of the forecasting process ( Figure 1(d) ). Though, neither this approach seems satisfactory. Human experts do not usually apply formal, logical and analytical skills to situations; rather they associate the new case with some old pattern to derive a solution. Expert's opinions by definition incorporate the undesirable, albeit human, characteristics of biases and shortcomings (Armstrong and Brodie, 1999) . Moreover, ignorance, inconsistency, irrelevance, inaccuracy, conflict and uncertainty are some further problematic features (Ayyub, 2001 ) that make expert judgements unattractive and of low worth. So, how is it possible to use the whole implicit expert knowledge and simultaneously eliminate its inherent biases and shortcomings? The following part focuses on presenting a business game that serves as an optimum information aggregator by combining the expert's opinions in a way that negates their weaknesses.
Prediction markets
A preamble
In Hayek (1945) hypothesised that open markets efficiently and effectively facilitate the aggregation and transmission of information through prices. Twenty years later, Eugene Fama (1965) formulated the efficient market hypothesis, which states that an efficient market continuously reflects the sum of all available information about future events into security prices. This implies that security prices reflect their true expected value and that no additional available information can be combined with efficient market prices to improve the market's forecast accuracy. In parallel, the economic theory of rational expectations, originating with Muth (1961) and most closely associated with Lucas (1987) , not only acknowledge the capacity of markets to aggregate information, but also their ability to convey information through the prices and volumes of the traded assets. More recently, Smith (2003) demonstrated that people behave rationally in experimental markets and was awarded the 2003 Nobel Prize in Economics for using experimental markets to prove and refine important theories about market behaviour.
In other words, a market functions by nature as an information aggregator that, under certain conditions, produces the optimum expectation for the given information. Options and futures markets for example incorporate this attribute, as they provide accurate forecasts of their underlying commodities and securities (Sherrick et al., 1996) , while sports betting markets implement the process of aggregating traders' information about games' outcomes into prices (Gandar et al., 1998) . So, why not organise a business game in the form of a virtual market so as to aggregate the agents' knowledge and information and extract optimised forecasts?
Definition and first applications
Prediction markets are defined as the markets that are designed and run for the primary purpose of mining and aggregating scattered among traders information and subsequently use of this information in market values in order to make predictions about specific future events (Berg and Rietz, 2003) . Their fundamental difference to commonly defined markets is therefore their scope of use as they consist a forecasting tool (Figure 1(e) ), rather than a resource allocation mechanism. A prediction market can also serve as a decision support system by providing information about the current situation or by evaluating effects of decisions over time (Hanson, 1999) .
In literature, the term 'prediction markets' is not universally adopted. Alternative terms include decision markets, information markets, idea futures, forecasting markets, idea stocks, artificial markets, information aggregation mechanisms and virtual stock markets.
The longest known running set of prediction markets is the so-called Iowa Electronic Market, which established in 1988 and was designed to predict elections outcomes. The first business application however took place some years later. In Ortner (1997) of the Technische Universität Wien developed and administered a prediction market used by Siemens to predict a large software project's completion date. In parallel, from 1996 to 1999, Chen and Plott (2002) of the California Institute of Technology administered prediction markets at Hewlett Packard in order to predict the sales volume of printers.
A paradigm
A simple paradigm illuminates the conceptual use and operational principles of prediction markets. Suppose for example that the board of directors of a company needs reliable sales forecasts to reengineer the supply chain and minimise operational costs. For each product, the employees who have access to relevant information are given a virtual sum of money and access to the market. The shares of claims (stocks) that are traded in the market are directly connected to the height of sales volume of a given product. A sample claim might state for example that "Demand for Product X will fall between y and z units in the first quarter of the next year". If the claim proves to be true, then it pays €1, otherwise it pays nothing. Assume that sometime the claim trades at a price of P cents. That is the market, or the aggregated views of the employees, denotes that there is a P% likelihood the claim will hold true. An employee who expects that there is at least a P% chance of it occurring would probably buy shares, while another one who believes the percentage to be smaller would sell the claim. As a result, a differentiated from the aggregated expectation would provoke a transaction and a consequent change in the market value, so as to incorporate in the current market value the differentiated expectation. The transaction volume consist a useful indicator of the relative confidence that traders have at the current market value. Low volumes could indicate lack of significant dissent on the claim's value and thus demonstrate that the market has reached a consensus concerning the current value of the claim (Schrieber, 2004) .
Implementation directions
Design issues
The following provides a basic and synoptic framework of the key elements that should be considered during a prediction market's design.
First, and foremost, the objective of the forecasts should be defined (Spann and Skierra, 2003) . The transformation of the forecasting goals into shares of claims should be accomplished in a way that the contracts are clear, easily understood and easily adjudicated (Wolfers and Zitzewitz, 2004) . Various types of claims structures and definitions are available, such as 'all-or-nothing', 'index' or 'spread' claims (Schrieber, 2004) , or even new types could also be conceived.
The second decision refers to the selection of market participants. Each employee who has access to information concerning the under study claims should be able to share his knowledge through the market's mechanism. Ideally, the available sum of money that each participant is able to trade in each share should be analogous to the extent and importance of the relevant knowledge that he possesses. In practice, all traders could start with the same amount of money and the market, during the resources redistribution that takes place through its operation, decides the importance of each player and allocates its resources accordingly.
A decision of equal importance is the selection of trading mechanisms. The most widely used approaches are the continuous double-auction and the automated 'market-maker'. However, a dynamic pari-mutuel market has recently emerged as a more sophisticated and advantageous approach, since it exhibits guaranteed liquidity, no risk for the market maker and continuous incorporation of information (Pennock, 2004) .
Another critical issue is the players' remuneration. Some participants may be sufficiently motivated to play simply out of an intrinsic employment of trading based on their knowledge. Others, however, may need some incentive to participation and truthful information revelation (Schrieber, 2004; Wolfers and Zitzewitz, 2004) . The choice of such incentives may be crucial for the success of the market. The decision of whether to use monetary (for example real or play money) or non-monetary rewards (for example predetermined awards) is up to designer (Spann and Skierra, 2003) and remains more an art than a science (Servan-Schreiber et al., 2004) .
Other considerations concern design of the financial market. Position and price limits (specific limits on portfolio selection, maximum and minimum prices for limit orders and quotes), trading hours (Spann and Skierra, 2003) are also some of the issues that a market designer has to include in his design.
Finally, these specifications have to be implemented in a user-friendly trading interface. The way that transactional information is incorporated in the interface should satisfy the principles of simplicity and conciseness, as its design is probably of significant impact on trading activity and information sharing. The amount of information about each employee's transactions that is communicated through the interface should therefore be thoroughly determined.
Benefits
It is apparent that the design of a prediction market consist a laborious multi-step process, which demands various decisions and lacks generally applicable guidelines. The benefits, however, derived from its use seem to compensate the development and operating costs.
Some of the most difficult steps in a typical forecasting application are to mine, namely to collect, merge and clean relevant data from human experts. The market games appear to serve by definition as a mechanism to negate these objections and handle effectually all these steps; this consist definitely a chief advantage.
The forecast accuracy of an efficient prediction market is, under the condition of efficiency, optimum. In practice, prediction markets usually tend to perform at least as well as the single best individual, without requiring knowledge of whom that individual is in advance (Surowiecki, 2004) . The bias removal and constant reallocation of each employee's forecasting weight, in terms of portfolio value, that take place in such an information aggregation mechanism, are facts that also evidence the strength of its accuracy.
Another major advantage of the implementation of such a market is its dynamic nature. The market continuously reflects the best possible forecast through its innate ability to constantly represent the totality of previously revealed knowledge and, in parallel, immediately respond to new information (Hanson, 1999) . This characteristic is absent from the great majority of traditional approaches to the forecasting problem.
The enriched insight that a decision maker obtains from the price fluctuations is an additional benefit. A prediction market's forecast provides far more information than a point forecast. For example, the price fluctuation range is indicative of the amount of risk embedded in the claim, while the impact that the introduction of new information has on a forecast could serve as a kind of sensitivity analysis.
The efficient adaptability of a prediction market also represents an advantage. In contrast to traditional approaches, the operation of the prediction market is not affected at all by possible changes in types and sources of information or even the number of inputs or participants. Prediction markets are by nature able to transform unlimited amounts of timely and locally dispread qualitative information into accurate quantitative forecasts about the future.
The previous benefits of predictions markets' use regard the extracted forecasts alone. However, the perhaps most important outcome of the implementation of such a business tool is wider and intangible. The motivation to share information, the weakening of personal and political impulse, the encouragement of honest assessment and the careful evaluation of each employee's decision making processes are attitudes that are cultivated, reinforced and taken advantage of by a prediction market. Such attitudes unambiguously boost the transformation of an enterprise's culture towards a more participial, creative and reliable role of its personnel, no matter how valuable the predictions are.
When to use
It is now obvious that the benefits of prediction markets are substantial and sui generis. However, while the tool in general appears as attractive, its design and operational cost still remain considerable. In order to maintain its suitability over traditional forecasting approaches, additional factors have to be considered.
Factors, such as importance, quality, acceptance (positive influence) and effort (negative influence) (Schrieber, 2004) , heavily influence the value of a forecast. Importance refers to the extent of the impact that the forecast has on specific business decisions. Quality is directly related to the amount of information that is contained and revealed by the forecast. Acceptance declares the degree of confidence that the decision makers have in the forecast, while effort measures the amount of resources (people, time and money) spent in formulating the forecast.
The quality of a prediction market's forecast is considerably high, also high is its acceptance, provided that its function and benefits are communicated in a correct way. However, the effort invested in it is usually of much higher level than that of traditional methods. As a consequence, the value of a market's forecast is significantly higher than those of more widespread used methods, only in the case that the importance of its outcomes is major and influential. In other words, the use of prediction markets' approach is lucrative and highly recommended only for the forecasting objectives that have a major impact on the business decisions.
Conclusions and future work
The role of forecasting in transforming strategic objectives into decisions is crucially important. Traditional forecasting approaches as well as modern AI techniques have been shown to perform poorly in modelling and aggregating of experts' knowledge. This paper proposes an opposite and novel point of view by introducing the use of prediction markets. Such business games are able to function as optimum information aggregators and are further inherently able to transform the totality of expert's qualitative knowledge and information into accurate quantitative forecasts about the future.
Several design issues are discussed, such as the definition of the forecast's objectives, their transformation into shares of claims, selection of employees and participation incentives, etc. The uniqueness of the tool is further documented in terms of its accuracy, dynamic nature, adaptability and the enriched insight it provides for the forecasting problem in question.
This paper provides the context for the rationalistic adaptation, design and implementation of a simulation game that serves as a valuable business forecasting tool. However, there is more to be learned, as this work is just a commencement. Our future work includes the shaping of a rigid framework for the operation of prediction markets. The use of such a framework will be dual. Firstly, it will accommodate the notional study of the mechanism, namely the theoretical consideration of their fundamental assumptions and operational characteristics. Moreover, it will make feasible the quantitative experimentation with the tool, through extensive simulations of intelligent agents' transactions. Furthermore, the design and implementation of a web interface that will provide the environment for hosting such business games is already under consideration and targets in demonstrating and validating the benefits of the mechanism in practice.
